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Afterword.
Current nuclear reactors have not reflected the essential nature of the nuclear

fission energy technology based on the nuclear chemical reactions. They are
gradually declining.

In this philosophy, nuclear reactors can be based on new and different ideas.
These ideas can be realized in this century and solve global problems.

However, a new technical concept does not mature in a few years. It matures
under historical burdens and complex details. As at the end of Chapter 3,
technology is like a human being, there will be no future if the past and the present
(including present nuclear reactors) are slighted. We have forty years of direct
involvement. Many junior and senior colleagues made enormous efforts to build
this history. We regret that we cannot report the historical details of these efforts
here. Please refer to the published literature for information on this history. It is an
engrossing human drama that spans the U.S., Russia, Canada, France, Belarus,
India, Turkey and Japan --- more engrossing than the ancient Chinese epic
“Romance of the Three Kingdoms" talked up the 3rd century history.

The efforts of hundreds of people both Japanese and non-Japanese who guided,
assisted, and supported us could not be recorded. The authors wait for the next
chance to thank them by name.

In preparing this book, the authors also received much valuable advice from
Ritsuo Yoshioka, Teruo Sugi, Seiji Uno, Akira Furuhashi and many others. The
authors are particularly grateful to Hiroaki Shimazu of the editorial department,
who corrected all sentences that were badly constructed or verging on
argumentativeness or sarcasm.

And in preparing the English edition, the authors had gotten a huge cooperation
from Mrs. Maryann and Mr. Ralph Moir to improve not only English language but
also contents. Otherewise we could not furnish this book. We want to express a
sincere thanks.
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